Charles Piazzi Smyth's
1865 Conquest of the
Great Pyramid
by Larry Schaaf
ost photo-historical accounts of the development of
miniature cameras and artificial lighting cite charles
Piazzi Smyth's pioneering photographic work at the Great
Pyramid in 1865. This article, based on the recent rediscovery of an album of his photographs and subsequent
new information on his estate, is a more detailed examination of that work than has previously been possible.
Smyth, a 19th-century experimentalist with 20thcentury ideas, clearly saw the importance of photography
as a documentary tool:
When I went to Egypt . . . I went ... a private
individual and a poor man. I only, in this country
... then saw the exceeding importance of modern

scientific examination being applied without
further delay to that most ancient architectural
monument of all the earth, the Great Pyramid
... I was left by both government and all other
authorities to ... pay all expenses there out of my
very slender salary . .. the strictest economy,
therefore, had to be the order of the day ... there
was sadly little left for photography. But photography must be taken, for what monumental
research of the present age can be effectively
treated without its marvellous aid. It nlUst be
taken, but the apparatus could only be very
small.
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Figure 1. Title page from Pollitt's
50-print portfolio of Smyth's prints.
This copy, the only one known to
exist now, is still in the Manchester
Central Library. Pollitt sold it to them
in 1879.
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Figure 2 ( a) and ( b). Dedication and start of the preface. The
text in this album includes a
two-page preface, six pages of
text about Smyth's controversial Pyramid theories authored
by 'A Watcher', and titles and
captions on each of the plate
pages.
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These words, taken from Smyth's A Poor Man's photo- Figure 3. Charles Piazzi Smyth, the Astronomer Royal for
graphy at the Great Pyramid in the Year 1865 1 , introduce a Scotland, in a carte-de-visite portrait taken in Dundee. The
fascinating account of the photographs that he took to Egyptian motif headdress is unexplained. This portrait, in a
document his theories of the Pyramid's significance. private Herschel family album, was probably given to Professor
Shunning the massive glass negatives conventionally Alexander Herschel. Smyth learned the details of photography's
employed by his peers, Smyth conceived and perfected a invention fr0111 Sir John Herschel and later co-authored photosystem for taking detailed 1-in.-square images on wet graphic research with Professor Herschel. (By courtesy of Mrs
collodion, suitable for later enlargement. For the scientific Eileen Shorland.)
documentation of the Pyramid's gloomy interior, he also
embraced the new technique of magnesium lighting for
photography.
Unfortunately, hi"s early miniature negatives, appealing to pyramidologists and certainly valuable as artefacts
of photographic history and documents of 19th-century
Egypt, were thought to have been lost after Piazzi Smyth's
death. The first modern publication of photographs made
from them was in 1964, when the British historian
Arthur T. Gill was able to crown a four-year search with
the announcement that the Royal Society of Edinburgh
had located some of Smyth's glass-lantern slides of the
Pyramid that he had used in lectures. Gill was able to
exhibit some of these and to publish a few reproductions,
but still was forced to lament that the original negatives
had not been found, in spite of extensive- enquiries addressed to Smyth's surviving relatives 2 .
A possibly unique album in the Manchester Central
Library provides significant new clues to the fate of the
photographs. This trail, starting with a Scottish astronomer photographing in Egypt, has led from Edinburgh to
Manchester to Ripon to York and finally, with a possible
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Charles Piazzi Smyth's 1865 Conquest of the Great Pyramid

Figure 4. John Smith Pollitt
(centre back rOlli, with top hat),
the publisher oj Smyth's lat1tem
slides and portfolio, as he
appeared at the 21st Annual
Meetin,!? oj the Manchester
Photographic Society in 1876.
He lllas the president oj this
society Jrom 1884-1885. (Reproduction from Charles Es17born's (1955) '100 Years of
Photography. The Centenary
oj the Manchester Photographic
Society'.)

involvement of George Eastman, to Vancouver, British
Columbia. It unfortunately appears that the original
negatives may indeed truly be lost, but the Manchester
album contains 50 high quality albumen prints made from
enlarged negatives of Smyth's originals and explains more
of their history. Smyth had written with regret, in his
1867 Life and Work at the Great Pyramid that 'preparing
good and large-sized paper prints from [the negatives] was
too expensive for me to contemplate'3. Twelve years later,
these were first published in a Descriptive Album oj photoJ!raphs of the Great Pyramid taken hy ProJessor C. Piazzi
Smyth, F.R.S.E., &c., &c., in 1865, and Published in their
Prese11t Form in 1879, by J. S. Pollitt. In the preface, Pollitt,
a Manchester manufacturer, photographer and publisher,
wrote that
not content with the mere ephemeral shadow
on the wall and passing away again of optical
'projections' at public Lectures, many earnest
minds in the community seem now to demand to
have copies of the photographs themselves, of
large size and permanent quality, for their own
study and reflection at home; and Professor
Piazzi Smyth, at the recommendation of a mutual
friend, Joseph Sidebotham, Esq., of Bowden,
placed the original negatives in my hands in the
autumn of 1873, on no other condition, and
without any further stipulation, than that no bad
copies should be issued.
The preface is dated 'Manchester, March 1879'. The
39 cm X 29 cm album consists of a letterpress title-page,
dedication page, two-page preface, and six pages of descriptive material about the Pyramid. Each of the 50 plate
pages includes a mounted albumen print, ranging in size
approximately from 18 cm x 21 cm to 20 cmx25 cm, and
a title and letterpress caption pasted on the page. It was
originally issued half-bound in calf-leather; however, a
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description of this album must really start with the fascinating project that Piazzi Smyth conceived and executed.
The photographs that resulted are pioneering efforts in
both content and production .
The pyramids of Egypt have been ~ favourite visiting
spot for tourists for all of their thousands of years of
existence, but it was not until the 19th century that really
detailed examination of them began 4 . It is fitting (if
strange for an Englishman) that Piazzi Smyth dedicated his
Life and Work at the Great Pyramid to Napoleon Bonaparte,
for it is to the great French military leader that modern
scientific studies of pyramids are indebted. The 175 savants
who accompanied Napoleon's forces to Egypt in 1798
made a remarkable start on measuring and picturing the
antiquities of that land.
The results of several immediately pre-photographic
expeditions to the Great Pyramid were added to the knowledge published by the savants, and the combined effort
enabled Jolm Taylor, a London bookseller's son and editor
of the London Observer, to form some of the first truly
scientific theories about the construction and meaning of
the Pyramid. Taylor, employing the field calculations,
some postulates by Sir John Herschel, and the newlyissued detailed maps by the British Ordnance Survey,
discovered a number of peculiar coincidences about the
dimensions of the Pyramid. The calculations, done from
published data rather than first-hand observation, included
derivations for the value of pi, and a cubit measure
seemingly based on the length of the polar axis of the
earth.
Taylor, unable to explain the sophisticated incorporation of geometric and astronomical laws into the construction of what had generally been considered to be a
pagan monument, and further constrained by a European
Victorian mind, came to the conclusion that the only
possible explanation lay in divine guidance. His theories,
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Figure 5 ( a) and ( h). Pollitt at various times advertised hil11selj'
as all architectural photographer, a dry-plate maker, and a
photographic printer and publisher. AdlJertisemel1t from the
(1878) 'British Journal Photographic Almanac'. (Memorandum Jor111 in the collection oj the Royal OiJserlJatory, Edinburgh.)
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rejected by the Royal Society, were published in 1859 in
The Great Pyramid. Why was it Built? & Who Built it ?5,
but the ageing essayist was unable to defend his controversial work against the immediate criticism that it encountered.
There was strong support, to be sure, for the idea that
the Great Pyramid might be of more significance than a
mere tomb or granary. Controversy over standards of
measure was rampant at that time, with many prominent
scientists expressing opposition to the French metre, and
the possible incorporation of a 'natural' unit of measure in
the Great Pyramid was an intriguing resolution to the controversy. Piazzi Smyth was opposed to the metre because
he was convinced it was a communist plot, designed to
unify the workers of the world by destroying each
country's unique system of measures 6 . Sir John Herschel,
on the other hand, was opposed to it since it was based on
what he felt were erroneous calculations.
Herschel suggested that the most reliable and logical
unit of measure would be a fraction of the earth's polar
axis, one which very nearly coincided with the British
inch. Taylor found by happy coincidence that the Pyramid
appeared to be constructed to just this standard. Exactly
where Charles Piazzi Smyth entered this fray is unclear but,
once he did, he became Taylor's most avid scientific supporter. It is possible that Herschel, a long-time friend,
interested the younger astronomer in the question, or
possibly it was Dr John Lee, a neighbour of Herschel, an
amateur astronomer, close friend of the Smyth family, and
an active collector of antiquities.
Smyth, the Astronomer Royal for Scotland and a
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PHOTOGRAPHS
OP T'liB

GREAT PYRAMID,
REPRODU CED

FRO~I

ORIGINAL NEGATIVES,

TAit£N BY

PROFESSOR SMYTH

l:<i

,S6s.

J. S . POLLITT ha. pleasure in announein!; that, by th e
kind permission of PROFES SOR S"YT>I, he is now publishin!;
this fine series oC pictures printed on glass, and suitable for
u." in the M3gic Lantern, ciopticon, or Oxyh ydro!;~ n
Appar:r!Us Cor dissolving views. S in!;l. copies, 2$. 6t1. c3ch ;
or the whole seriu of !ifty in a g roo"ed box, and numbered
consecutively, according to catalogue, £5 5"
At the urgent request of many Pyramid Students, who
do not care to incur the trouble of fixing up a lantern for
throwing enla.rged pictures O n n sct~e n, enl:uge:d positives,
from the origina l negatives, are also beinl: print~d on paper,
both sin!;ly and bound up in " volume, Ih e price bein:,; the
same as above for single copies unmounted. and £5 sr.
for the complete volume of fifty, includin!; the mounlin g ,
binding, and descriptive lelter.p ress.
The rare excellence of most of lhese pictures, and their
suitability for lIIu strating L ectures on the Pyram ids, a nd
more espeeially on the Scienlific Conslruction of the Great
Pyramid, as an august primeval monument of number,
weight, and measu re, have long been known and appre.
ciated by those who have seen them.
Previous to the year ,87+. however, copies had only been
produced on a very limited scale and for private circulation
only. and, therefore, as they are now offered to the public at
a price $0 reasonable, conside ring th e g reat labou,' and Care
necessary in making the enlarged copies, the Publisher
hopes to receive liberal orders for them.
For the important meanings and interpretations of them,
..~ .. Our Inheritance in th" Groal Pyramid," Octavo book,
Fourth Edition, 187 9.

and Taylor carried on a lively and intense correspondence
shortly before Taylor's death inJuly 1864. Smyth had been
working on his first edition of Our Inheritance in the Great
Pyramid 7 and was greatly helped by the donation of
Taylor's lifetime accumulation of notes. Increasingly frustrated by the lack of real scientific data and the contradictory nature of what was published, he found that going
significantly beyond Taylor's calculations would require
measurements of a quality far beyond anything yet accomplished. The only way was to employ the modern
scientific instruments, including photography, that he was
familiar with as a leading astronomer.
The rigours of travel to a remote land were nothing
new to the Smyths. Perhaps their most famous field trip
was their 1856 astronomical expedition to Teneriffe, in the

Figure 7. In Smyth's writings, the best inJormation on his photography is contained in his 'LiJe and Work at the Great
Pyramid', but certainly his Illost interesting book by title is 'A
Poor Man's Photography'. It was actually a reprint oj a speech
gillen to the Edinburgh Photographic Society in 1869. Smyth
11eller riferred to hi11lself as a 'poor man' during his trip to
Egypt and only added this title later after he began attacking the
work oj Sir Henry James.

J. S. POLLITT,
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHER, PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRINTER, &0., &0.,

.t P OR.

[\N 8 IHOTOOn PHY

BARLOWS COURT, MARl'''', ,sTREET, MA CHeSTER.

PYHAJ\lIID
Figurc 6. AdlJcrtising, p. 678 oj thc 4th cdn. oj Smyth's 'Our
Inhcrita11ce in the Great Pyra11lid' (1879). This was continued
lIntil the 1890 edition when Pollitt died and certainly l11t1st hat1c
attracted some oj Smyth's religiotlS Jollowers to the albul1l.
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Professor at Edinburgh University, was well known for his
rigorous mathematical work. He added weight to Taylor's
arguments when he was able to confinTl the figures, but
also added to the controversy as he apparently supported
and amplified Taylor's religious beliefs. There are many
vague accounts of Smyth's erratic behaviour before this
time but in all fairness it can be said that he did not
exhibit any particularly strong religious fervour before his
association with the Pyramid question. It is quite possible
that Taylor's breakthroughs in interpretation slowly lured
Smyth into accepting not only the calculations but also the
religious convictions that went with them. He soon
extended Taylor's theories to the point where he believed
that the 'sacred cubit' was used both in the Pyramid and
by Noah to build his ark, and was the basis for the British
inch. The two men and Smyth's wife Jessie must have felt
the peculiar comradeship that common adversaries
engender as the trio faced the ridicule of much of the
scientific community. The bond grew tighter and Smyth
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Figure 8(a) and (b). Piazzi Smyth's custol1l-designed call1era. Only one of the pair of miniature stereo cameras is known to have
survived, and it is lacking the lens. The special ebonite plate holders, with their carrying ring, were self contained and kept the
lIliniature 1 in. X 3 in. plate moist in the dry and dusty climate. Most of the camera was a lens shade. The camera and the pictures were
exhibited frequently in the 19th century and that is probably when the label was applied. (Photographs, copyright 1979, by the
Royal Observatory, Edinburgh.)
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Charles Piazzi Smyth's 1865 Conquest of the Great Pyramid
with decidedly less enthusiasm in the scientific community.
Smyth, a member of the Royal Society of London,
applied for funding, was turned down, and then further
infuriated by the news that the Society had actually returned some of that year's budget to the government coffers
with the complaint that there was nothing worthwhile
going on to support. Smyth would have to make the trip
with his own modest funds, and with the loan of certain
pieces of scientific equipment from the dwindling number
of friends that he still had in the scientific community.
Photography, as it had been for him at Teneriffe, was to be
a peripheral tool to record data for later analysis 8 . It was
within this framework that Smyth set about developing a
system for a 'poor man's photography' at the massive
Egyptian structure.
His approach, planned with typical scientific precision
and attention to detail before he left Edinburgh, incorporated techniques in the vanguard of photographic
technology in the mid-19th century. He really did not
invent anything new-and never claimed to-but his
strength lay in his ability to apply and make work advanced processes that others for the most part only toyed
with. Dry plates, miniature negatives, enlarging, and
magnesium lighting were all known techniques in 1864
but none of them were common. Smyth put together a
beautifully orchestrated ensemble of custom-designed
equipment and carefully honed techniques that enabled
him routinely to employ advances that other photographers considered mere novelties. Of chief interest
among these were his ideas on stereo photography, and
his employment of miniature negatives and artificial
lighting.
Charles and Jessie Smyth left Edinburgh in November
1864 with their personal baggage and with numerous
cases of specialized scientific equipment. Eight of these
boxes were devoted to photography, the largest one containing the complete dry-plate apparatus that Smyth was
later to deem unnecessary. Everything that could be required in a technologically-backward land was brought
along, including chemicals, plates, a dark tent, and even a
microscope to examine critically the resulting negatives 9 •
The month of December was a frustrating one spent in the
'ruinously expensive' city of Alexandria, making the
Figure 9(a), (b) and (c). These diagral1ls oj the call1era are ]rom necessary political arrangements to work at the Pyramid.
John Nicol's article in the 8th June 1866 'British Jotlmal oj The American Civil War had led to a cotton boom and the
Photography'. Nicol, a student oj Smyth's and his assistallt at Suez Canal was only months from completion, so the
the Observatory, actively prol1loted the Pyramid work and later Smyth's limited coffer must have seemed all the more
became involved in the Edinburgh Photographic Society. He sparse. The inflation had to be put up with, interference
went on in later years to start the 'Photographic Beacon' in with the important tourist trade was not to be permitted,
Chicago.
but otherwise Smyth would have free access to the area,
as long as he did not 'break the Pyramid'. He was even
given a limited number of labourers to clean the areas he
Canary Islands. This experiment, designed to prove the was interested in. While in Cairo, the Smyths met and
value to astronomy of getting above most of the earth's stayed with a Mr Schrantz, an artist and photographer by
polluted atmosphere, led to the publication of the fIrSt trade, and amongst other things they developed a strong
book illustrated with stereo photographs. The Teneriffe dislike for the native customs.
Late December was spent in Cairo, and by 8th
expedition had received widespread support from the
government and from learned societies. The expedition January 1865 they were in residence in a tomb near the
to the Pyramid, designed to prove that God had been Great Pyramid itself. The two worked feverishly to meas'The Architect and Construction Superintendent', met ure precisely all important aspects of the structure covering
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NO. 1.- NEW EXCAVATlONS OF KING SHAFRE'S GRANrTE TOMB.
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Figure 10. plate No.1 Jrom the 'Descriptil'e Allnllll' showing the pasted-down alhumen print, title, and descriptil'e caption.
Smyth strongly criticized many pictures of the Sphyllx as ,RilJi/1,R the impression that it was nearly as lar,Re as the Great Pyramid.
20x26 crn.
13 acres, and built of more than two and a half million stone
blocks. Angles and distances, inside the structure and
without, as well as astronomical orientations were carefully
checked. Photography of the Pyramid was just one of the
scientific tools brought to bear on it, and was used with the
intent of providing information and reference, not artistic
quality. Measuring rods appear in many of the pictures,
and Smyth was particularly careful to maintain accurate
size relationships. Smyth had carefully planned his time
to get everything done and had scheduled various tasks in
sequence. Photography commenced on 5th February,
using dry plates of the conventional (31 in. sq.) stereoscopic
size. Dr Hill Norris' dry plates were employed with typical midday exposures ranging from two to four minutes
atJ20. Some pictures were taken as single negatives, but
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many were taken as stereo pairs, using two cameras and a
synchronizing bar. Smyth was embroiled in the strong
controversy about the proper separation distance for
stereo effect, and felt more affinity with those who believed that a wider separation would give more stereo
effect and was more appropriate for distant objects.
Nearly all of the photography in February and March
was done with the dry plates. While these were still in
their infancy and their employment in a remote and hostile
land is interesting, of far greater interest to us today is the
stereo pair of miniature wet-plate cameras that Smyth
designed for use inside the Pyramid. It would be more
accurate to say that these were cameras that took miniature plates, for the boxes themselves were relatively bulky
by today's standards. They were triumphs of rugged,
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Figure 11. plate No.6 jrom The 'Descriptive
AlbUlIl'. Smyth, an astronomer, was convinced
that the Pyramid not only had religious connotations but also incorporated astronomical
truths by llirtue oj its orientation. This is part
of a sequence ~f three pictures. 26'Ox 19·5 cm.
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simple design that could stand up to the trials of working in
the hot, dusty desert. One of them is still preserved at the
Royal Observatory in Edinburgh.
Smyth chose to use wet collodion rather than dry
plates for the miniature cameras because the wet plates
were more sensitive to light, more reliable, and finergrained than the newer factory-made plates. Other
workers in Egypt complained of wet collodion drying out
too rapidly and picking up dust particles, problems which
Smyth overcame handily. Each camera lO was a tin box,
5 ins. square and 8 ins. long, of which more than twothirds of the length was a lens shade. The focal plane
shutter had a trapezoidal aperture designed to provide
more exposure to the foreground than to the sky. Pivoting
smoothly on two bearings, the heavy cylindrical shutter
could be controlled by the speed with which the attached
knob was twisted, thus allowing a wide range of exposure
ti mes at the operator's discretion. It was vibration-free to
allow maximum resolution, and was smoothly stopped at
the end of its travel by a spring catch. The two cameras
could be set off simultaneously by a connecting synchronizing bar of which, unfortunately, no detailed description
seems to have survived.
The heart of this system consisted of a set of interchangeable ebonite wet-plate baths that were skilfully
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built by an Edinburgh carpenter, John Air. Approximately
1 X 2t X 4 ins. in size, they were constructed to hold a
standard 1 X 3 in. glass microscope slide wedged between
a sloping bottom and two platinum points to ensure precise
alignment. The image area was 1 in. square in the centre.
A waterproof seal at the top, and a light-proof brass dark
slide made the unit completely self-contained. Plates were
prepared by dipping them in collodion, sensitizing them in
silver nitrate, and then inserting them in the water bath in
the holder. Once the dark slide was pulled, exposure was
made through an optical glass window while the plate was
submerged in water in the bath. A number of these plates
could be prepared at the start of the day in a convenient
place, carried by the ring holders on the top, exposed when
needed, and processed at the end of the day, again in convenient CirClllTlstances. The entire system was trouble free
and immune to dust and drying.
The built-in lens was a 1·8 in. hand-selected Dallmeyer locket lens, working at apertures off5,f1O, andj20,
with increasing definition at smaller apertures. Focusing
was done by reference to a scale which Smyth had painstakingly developed by microscopic examination of test
exposures.
The total system was nothing short of brilliant, and
it is difficult to imagine any significant improvements that
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Figure 12. plate No. 11 from the 'Descriptive Album'. The first successJul magnesium-light picture that
Smyth was able to take inside the gloom oj the Pyramid. He often incorporated other elements than the
main subject in his series oj photographs, being more interested in gathering scientific inJormation than in
artistic composition. This one, designed to show Jor the first time the coffer in the King's Chamber, also
prominently displays his wife Jessie and the /1leasuring rods lent to him by his friend Joseph Sidebotham,
oj Manchester. 19·5x 25·0 cm.

could have been executed with 19th-century technology.
All this was conceived in Edinburgh by Smyth, when his
only similar previous experience with photography in the
hostile conditions of a desert land was his pioneering work
at Teneriffe.
Despite Smyth's painstaking and imaginative planning, some vexation with chemicals turned up when he
began field-testing the camera. These problems were soon
overcome, and the month of March was used in taking
instantaneous views outside the Pyramid, photographs of
travellers, animals, Jessie, and of his Arab assistant, Alee
Dobree. The instantaneous views of life in Egypt, which
are of intense interest to us today, apparently were not
planned by Smyth, and the series was commenced only to
test his apparatus before entering the Pyramid. He could
scarcely mask his delight at the portability and short
exposures of his custom-designed machine, and soon came
to view his clumsier dry-plate apparatus as unnecessary.
Indeed, the pictures from the 1 in. plates show more
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interesting composition and spontaneity than those from
the larger plates.
The miniature wet-plate cameras were ready for their
intended purpose, that of taking the first photographs of
the interior chambers of the Pyramid. Candles and torches
were sufficient to light the way for the curious tourists,
but for photography Smyth required the equivalent of the
sun. The brilliant light of burning magnesium wire, often
suggested in the photographic journals as a theoretical
possibility, solved this problem. Magnesium wire had
become commercially feasible just before Smyth's trip to
Egypt l l . On 8th March 1864, Sir David Brewster received
a sample of magnesium from Manchester and brought it
to the regular meeting of the Photographic Society of
Scotland in Edinburgh. Henry Talbot, a close friend of
Smyth's, was invited to the meeting by Brewster and
would certainly have conveyed news of it to Smyth, if
Smyth had missed the meeting 12 . A successful portrait of
Brewster and Talbot was taken at this meeting by John
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Figllre 13. Plate No. 12 fro III the 'DescriptilJe Album'. Another lIlagnesium-light picture oj the coffer. Smyth had difficulty with
the magnesium separating during burning and going out. It is likely that the ghost-like character oj the figures resulted Jrom such an
accident when the figures did not resume their prior location after the magnesium was re-lit. The streaks from the burning magnesium
are l'isible on the edges. 20·0x 24·5 Clil.

Moffatt using the magnesium light. A copy is preserved at
Lacock Abbey. A few weeks later, during the annual
report, the secretary made an interesting suggestion.
Referring to potential uses for the new light, he included
lighting interiors, and specifically suggested that magnesium light could be used to photograph the interior of
the Great Pyramid 13 . Smyth was already planning his trip
to Egypt, and it is intriguing to speculate on whether he
made the suggestion or whether the idea came to him
from this meeting. In fact, the prospect of burning magHISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY, VOLUME
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nesium engendered quite a bit of comment before the
Smyth's departure. The Telegraph stated that:
Was it a wild fancy to imagine the granite gods
and goddesses of Misraim walking down Oxford
Street, or writing explanations of themselves to a
Londoh editor? Not much more, at any rate,
than that which is upon the point of fulfilmenta scientific 'savage' of Britain burning a metal that
Egypt never heard of, to take, by a process that
Moses with 'all the wisdom of the Egyptians'
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Figure 14. Plate No. 30jrol1l the 'Descriptil'e Album'. This is one plate that can be positiliely identified
frOI1l Smyth's writings as being from the 1 in. rather than the larger negatilles. Many oj these were
apparently test exposures originally plam1ed by Smyth merely to hone his technique with the min iature
camera. As sllch, they seem to be composed with 11I0re attention to artistic cOl1cerns than to sciet1tific ones.
17 x 24 CI1l.

never dreamed of, a picture of a secret of secrets,
which, hundreds of generations old, still defies
the latest .. .' 14
They couldn't resist feeling that Sm.yth might have spent
too much time 'above the clouds at Teneriffe'.
The Magnesium Metal Company of Manchester
supplied Smyth with a large quantity of the magic metal
before his departure. He demonstrated burning the wire
very freely on board ship and in Alexandria and Cairo,
and considering its still relatively high cost, the 'poor man'
must have received it on very favourable terms.
This is reinforced in a letter he sent to the Company's
Mr Mather from Egypt, in which he praised the wire that
Mr Mather 'took so much interest in supplying me last
November'15.
Magnesium-light photography had virtually no
precedents by the time Smyth departed. A few demonstration portraits had been taken under controlled conditions, and Alfred Brothers had tried, although apparently
with little or no Sllccess, to take pictures in a mine COlllfortably near Manchester.
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Smyth's first attempt at photographing the interior
of the Pyramid was thwarted on 17th April 1865 by an
unexpected swarm of tourists. The next morning at six the
coffer in the King's chamber became the first subject
attempted. Using Brother's snggestion of a flambeau of
magnesium. wire ignited by alcohol, Smyth initially
tried burning 60 grains of the metal but got a weak picture.
A hundred grains did no better, and the third attempt of a
120 grains was even weaker, The chamber, filling with
smoke from the slowly burning magnesium, was getting
increasin'gly opaque. Over a week was spent in experimentation with different methods of getting the magnesium to burn fast enough to effect the exposure before
the combustion products masked the light. The successful
interior photographs must have been taken during the last
week of April, for by 29th April Smyth recorded that he
was starting to pack.
One of the methods that he tried has been identified
by Arthur T. Gill as the first use of flashpowcler. Seeking
to burn the magnesium as rapidly as possible, Smyth
recorded on 28th April that he 'tried the explosion of 1 oz.
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of magnesium mixed with a small powderhorn (t its
bulk) of gunpowder, mealed'. The resulting picture, if
any, has never been located, and Smyth's diary leaves
considerable doubt as to its success. 'Picture shows little
rockets coming over indicating that sOlTlething else might
have been used with adv[antage]!' This technique must
have been planned before Smyth left England, for in
February 1865 Joseph Sidebotham referred to Smyth (who
was still then in Egypt) and the plan they had worked out
for photographically recording the coffer. It included
'flashing off a mixture of magnesium filings and nitre' I fi.
By 7th May, less than five months after they arrived at
the Pyramid, the Smyths were back in Cairo and preparing to leave for Scodand. The magnesium wire, picked up
only days before their departure for Egypt, was successfully employed only days before their return. Considering the extremely limited body of knowledge about the
photographic effects of burning magnesium, the virtually
total lack of field experience in its use, and the hostile,
closed environment of the Pyramid, it is a testimony to
Smyth's ingenuity that he managed to get such successful
pictures with such a short trial period.
The Smyths' return was initially triumphant. The
photographic community had seen an interim report published in March 1865, and was given its first indication
of success in a letter from Smyth to the Magnesium Metal
Company published in the photographic journals on
2nd June!7. Piazzi Smyth had taken 12 boxes of negatives,
about half on dry plate and half on the miniature wetcollodion ones, for a total recorded number of 166
images!8.
There is very little documentation in his writings
about which images were taken on what plates and, in the
absence of the original negatives, only a few can be so
tagged. Smyth's first step was to make enlarged positives
from the negatives, but not being content with mere fullframe enlargements, he further refined them in printing.
He llLocked the 'rich man' who had his servants carry home
large glass plates to make unimaginative copies merely by
superimposition. Instead, the
poor man, with his little box of very little negatives brought home modestly in his waistcoat
pocket ... sits down at a table, having a compound achromatic microscope before him ...
and then ... wanders at will, truly the monarch
of all he surveys, over the various parts of each
picture . . . discovers characteristic detail which
he never dreamed of before ... or [decides]
whether some special scientific purpose may not
be better served by extracting one little subject
alone out of the whole scene ... !9.
Weare so accustomed today to enlarging and cropping that it is difficult to realize just how heretical Smyth's
technique was. In his day, enlarging was for the most part
employed to produce weak positive prints, to be used as the
basis for paintings. Smyth eagerly shared his enlarged
positives with his friends as soon as he returned, but the
fmt public exhibition of them appears to have been at the
September 1865 meeting of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, in Birmingham. The MagHISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY, VOLUME
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nesium Metal Company displayed 30 of them, and William
White incorporated a prepared statement by Smyth into a
presentation on magnesium 20 .
Lantern slides were the easiest way of showing the
pictures to groups, and there are a number of accounts
that indicate that Smyth's 1 in. negatives bore enlargement to as much as 15 ft square in these shows. Ten years
later, examining the grain structure of the negatives under
a microscope, Smyth recorded that the 'highest power of
the microsope shows only details ... of the texture of the
thing represented'21. Glass positives were displayed in
Manchester in November and December, 1865, but got
their biggest play in Edinburgh the following year. On
23rd April 1866, Smyth delivered a lecture to the Royal
Scottish Society, exhibiting 36 lantern slides with the help
of John Nicol, a member of the Edinburgh Photographic
Society and probably one of Smyth's students at the
University. A printed catalogue was prepared 22 .
An 'overcrowded house was entranced for two hours'
by the exhibition of these slides at the Edinburgh Photographic Society on 8th May23. John Nicol again made the
presentation, since Smyth was fully engaged in preparing
his 1867 Life and Work at the Great Pyramid. A week later
Nicol made a detailed presentation on the miniature wetplate camera that was employed. Exhibitions and lectures
followed in Glasgow, London, and many other cities,
often conducted by John Nicol, and often done for
charitable purposes.
The public was awed and most scientists were offended. On the other hand, some scientists, like Piazzi Smyth's
close friend James Nasmyth, were excited by the possibilities. Nasmyth, who had recently discussed Smyth's
work with Sir John Herschel, wrote enthusiastically to
Smyth that 'My dear friend Sidebotham has told me of the
magnesium light inside the King's Chamber! What a
scene it must have been to see the most ancient of man's
great works brought again to light by the most modern of
his scientific aids. Photography and Light-par magnesium,
both well worthy of the place & occasion !'24 Most
commentators were decidedly less enthusiastic once the
novelty of Smyth's innovations wore off and was replaced by his increasingly religious tone. In particular,
the Royal Society of London was much less receptive to his
work than the one in Edinburgh and would not allow
Slnyth's research to appear as a formal presentation.
The publication of Colonel Sir Henry James' Notes on
the Great Pyramid of Egypt and the Cubits used in its Design
in 1869 25 , under the official auspices of the British Ordnance Department and the financial sponsorship of Miss
Burdett-Coutts of London, triggered Smyth's wrath.
Noting that the pictures, published by photo-zincography, were scientifically inadequate illustrations and
inferior to his own, Smyth angrily denounced the fact that
his work was omitted entirely from James' otherwise
complete historical account of researches at the Pyramid.
A Poor Man's Photography, based on an 1869 lecture given
to the Edinburgh Photographic Society and published as a
book in 1870, was less a description of his photographic
work than a diatribe against that ofJames. More significant
descriptions of his photography appear in his Life and
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Figure 15. Plate No. 36 from the 'Descriptiue AlbulII' . Allother 1 ill. IIcgatiuc, delllonstrating SlIlyth's fascinatioll with the
possibilities of instantaneous and candid pictures. He expressed si11lilar joy with his earlier candid pictures of Russia. 19·0 X 24·5 C11l.

Work. In fact, Smyth never refcrred to his efforts as that public 'as some of the plates, from being exposed so
of a 'poor man' until he came up against Miss Burdett- frequently in close proximity to a powerful oxyhydrogen
Coutt's fortunes four years after his trip.
light, arc now beginning to show symptoms of
The Royal Society of London's acceptance of James' ('roasting" '27.
work and their rejection of Smyth's as unscientific culmiThe publication of A Poor Man's Photography in 1870
nated years of increasing tension between them. Smyth was probably viewed by Smyth as the final public stateangrily resigned his fellowship and published his vindictive, ment about this photographic work. His trip to Egypt
but at least partly justified, The Great Pyramid and the had been olltside his normal duties, and the pressures of
Royal Society in 187426 . He retained much of his influence retllrning to work would certainly have limited the time
in Edinburgh after this point but lost virtually all his re- that he had to devote to this personal project. In a 12th July
maining support in the rest of the scientific world.
1871 letter to an unidentified correspondent he lamented
Lectures on his Pyramid theories were so popular that 'both the Observatory & University here press me
with the general public, though, that as early as 1867 sorely both by day & by night .. .'28. By the start of 1872,
Smyth complained that his original set of lantern slides Smyth loaned at least some of the original negatives to
was probably no longer suitable for exhibiting to the Joseph Sidebotham to make lantern slides from them.
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It seems likely that Smyth met Sidebotham through
their mutual close friend, James Nasmyth, an amateur
astronomer and inventor of the steam hammer29. They
also had common ties with other members of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, such as J. B.
Dancer, and both participated in the heated discussions
about stereo separation that were going on at the time.
However it evolved, Sidebotham, a Mancunian calicoprinter, was close friends with Piazzi Smyth by the time of
Smyth's trip to Egypt. It was Sidebotham who suggested
that Smyth shollld photograph measuring rods in the
pictures in order to provide an accurate scale for measurement 30 . These rods, at least one of which is still preserved
in the Royal Scottish Museum, were supplied by Sidebotham, probably from the stock of warp-measuring rods
used in his textile firm. A special master measuring rod,
made from well-cured wood from an antique organ, was
also supplied by Sidebotham, but unfortunately did not
fare well in the dry Egyptian climate. His connection with
this aspect of the endeavour led to a paper on the application of measuring rods in photographic pictures, illustrated with some of Smyth's Egyptian photographs, to the
Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society later in
1865 31 .
Sidebotham, who already had considerable experience
in printing lantern slides 32 , received the negatives on 30th
January 1872, but by July of that year was apologizing for
the various delays that had come up and prevented him
from enlarging the originals 33 . Sidebotham expressed
reluctance to entrust the fragile, unvarnished negatives to
anyone else to print, but the serious illness of his partner
and a flood that destroyed part of his factory made the
difficult job of enlarging too time consuming for him to
proceed. The larger dry plates presented no special difficulties, but in September he wrote that 'I have got on very
poorly with the Egyptian photos. I had no lens suited for
enlarging the inch ones so I sent to Dallmeyer for one
specially. Now I find I have no camera quite long enough
to enlarge them in one operation'34. A month later Sidebotham said that he was leaving the 'enlargement of the
little ones' until he had time to make a suitable enlarging
camera 3S .
Smyth had frequent requests for lantern slides, and
Sidebotham's troubles with time and technical problems
were proving annoying. The only answer was to turn oyer
the valuable original negatives to another party. Sidebotham suggested a younger friend, John Smith Pollitt,
whom he had known since the lad assisted him in making
an amateur telescope 36 . Pollitt had already been making
experimental dry plates for Smyth, and had impressed
him with his earnest endeavours and experimental spirit.
Pollitt's was typical of the many small dry-plate
businesses that had sprung up in the decades of the 60s and
70s. The bulk of these early manufacturers were essentially
kitchen operations rather than factories, working by trial
and error. Pollitt's seems to have been no exception. He
billed himself not only as a maker of sensitive dry plates but
also as an architectural photographer and a photographic
printer and publisher. He became more intimately acquainted with Smyth's Pyramid work as he developed new
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types of dry plates for the never-accomplished repeat
journey to the Pyramid. Late in 1872 Smyth instructed
Sidebotham to turn over some of the original negatives to
Pollitt for printing, for on 19th November 1872 Pollitt
wrote Smyth that
I hope to make the transparencies during this week
& will hand them over to Mr Sidebotham to send
to you as soon as done. I am greatly obliged to you
for a sight of these beautiful negatives fraught as
they are with so much interest. I shall take the
greatest possible pains to get good transparent
prints from them & you may rest assured of their
perfect safety as long as they remain in my
hands 37 .
By the end of the year Pollitt was successfully making
lantern slides by enlarging the original negatives using wet
collodion the 'same as done by Mr Sidebotham'38. Pollitt
soon was capablc of producing lantern slides in quantity
and was able to start offering them for sale to the public at
two shillings each by 1874 39 . Pollitt must have enjoyed a
good sale of these slides for at least a decade. In his advertisements for dry plates he included a notice about the
lantern slides, offering a set of 50 in a grooved box for
£5. 55., and around 1879 even issued a separate catalogue
for them 43 .
This same set of 50 selected images was used in the
production of the Descriptive Albu111. Pollitt had been
experimenting with producing prints rather than transparencies for some years. Accompanying a communication
to the Manchester Photographic Society in 1874, 'Remarks
on the Enlargement of Negatives by the Wet Process,'
Pollitt showed a number of diapositives and albumen
prints made from Smyth's Pyramid pictures but observed
that he was sceptical of any results from magnifying more
than four diameters 41 . Nine months later he was able to
show a 15 X 12 in. picture from one of the dry plate
negatives that was described as being 'an excellent specimen of enlarging, being very perfect and sharp'42.
Pollitt gained confidence with experience and by 1879
was in a position to supply pictur~s for sale enlarged at
least two or three times as much, either as individual
unmounted prints at 2s 6d or as the Descriptive Album set
for £5 5s. Some of these were on display at the Exhibition
of the Manchester Photographic Society in 1881 43 .
The only clues we have to the methods of production
employed in the DescriptiIle AlbulII are contained in the
preface written by Pollitt, where it is implied that the
plates are made from 1 in. negatives rather than from the
larger dry plates.
Some Dry Plates were also taken of the usual
stereoscopic size, viz. 3 inches square, and acted
well on stones standing immoveable in sunshine;
but for the secrets of the Pyramid's gloomy,
mysterious interior, and for incidents of life and
motion, the small camera and its tiny wet-collodion plates were found sufficiently sensitive.
Very little is stated about the technical procedure: 'I
have ... now made enlarged negatives of them which,
though in some cases giving rather rough and rude prints,
will I have little doubt, be gladly received by many, on
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Figure 16. plate No. 40 from the 'Descriptive Album'. showing Sidebotham's measuring rods, and Mr Inglis, another Scotsman
and an engineer, who took additional measuremel1ts for Smyth after Smyth lift:. 20 X 25 C11l.
account of the subject they illustrate .. .'.
It might seem strange that these prints were not done
by a photomechanical process. Smyth had, after all, been
one of the most eager supporters of Talbot's photoglyphic
engraving, and had had several of his pictures published
experimentally in the new process, and had even visited
Walter Woodbury's new factory . Pollitt would seem to
have been just the type of experimentalist to be involved
in one of thc new processes that were starting to make
heavy inroads into photographic publishing. Pollitt, however, was quite comfortable with the familiar albumen
process. Praising the simplicity and fine tonal range of the
albument print, Pollitt expressed his support for the more
traditional method in 'A Plea for Silver Printing 'in 1882.
He felt that proper processing, following the suggestions
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of Sir John Herschel, would overcome the main objection
to silver prints, namely their lack of permanence 44 .
How many copies of the Descriptive Album were
issued? The nature of printing in silver defies any estimate
since each set could have been printed individually. The
copy at the Manchester Central Library, according to their
records, was purchased direct from Pollitt for the full price
and it is stamped 'rec'd 30 July 79'. It could very well be
that this is the first copy that Pollitt sold. It may have been
the only one sold but this seems unlikely. Smyth himself
had at least one copy that he recorded on 17th January
1882: 'Sent this day, Pollitt's folio Pyramid vol. to Silvester
Rollo, Hon. Sec. Photo Exhib., 2 India Buildings,
Dl1ndee'45. The exhibition of the Dundee and East of
Scotland Photographic Association in 1882 was composed
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Figure 17. plate No. 47 from the 'Descriptive AlbulIl'. Smyth's cariful attention to detail enabled him to get extremely high resolution out of his miniature 'poor mail's' negatives. It is impossible to determine the exact enlargement without knowing how much the
original negative was cropped, but this is a minimul11 of 25 X linear enlargement and still shows the fabric of the sheikh's outfit.
5x19cm.
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Figure 18. Concern over standardizing weights and measures
prompted Herschel, Smyth, and many scientists to look at the
system incorporated in the Great Pyramid. On this letterhead
from an unidentified correspondent, Smyth is listed as a vicepresident of an Ohio organization concerned with this issue.
(Royal Observatory, Edinburgh.)
of over 2000 pictures and was attended by 5500 vIsitors.
This was one of the finest exhibitions of photographic
work in the 19th century and Smyth's copy of Pollitt's
album was displayed with the best items. It is specifically cited in the official report of the exhibition 46 , and the
reviewer for the British Journal of Photography noted that
'an interesting feature of the Exhibition is the folio containing photographs of the Great Pyramid by Professor C.
Piazzi Smyth of Edinburgh'47.
This author has so far been unable to trace Smyth's or
any other copy than th-e Manchester Central's, but the facts
of the case suggest that other copies certainly must have
been produced. Given that the chief market for lantern
slides and Holy Land Prints was religious and educational
institutions, and especially taking into account the theories
of Smyth, it is quite likely that copies would have been
sold to institutions outside the mainstream of photohistory. Pollitt was still actively supplying Pyramid
pictures three years after the initial publication of the folio,
and the album was advertised by Smyth right up until
1890. This was not just an oversight on the part of Smyth's
publisher for, in the corrected manuscript (in Smyth's
hand) of the 1890 fifth edition of Our Inheritance in the
Great Pyramid, he continued to devote Appendix V to an
advertisement for this work 48 . It seems unlikely that Smyth
and Pollitt would continue to advertise a special publication for 11 years if Pollitt had not sold at least an occasional
copy. The expense of the letterpress text would have encouraged him to promote as many copies as possible.
Very little else is known about Pollitt. He was president of the Manchester Photographic Society from 18841885, and was a fairly regular contributor to the photographic journals. The last meeting of the Manchester
Photographic Society that he is recorded as having
attended was 13th February 1890 49 . John Smith Pollitt
died 'suddenly', at the age of 58, on 25th February 1890 5
but his death was not lamented officially in the Society
reports until the 9th October 1890 meeting Sl .
Perhaps it was Pollitt who was referred to in the
minutes of the 28th August 1890 meeting of the Man-
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chester Photographic Society when the secretary regretted
to report the loss of the society's minute books from 1866-1884. It seems that 'an older member' of the society had
taken them home to write a history, had recently died, and
the books had been discarded with the rest of his effects s2 .
Pollitt's business address was taken over by another
individual who was to drop out of the city directory two
years later. This entire area of Manchester was destroyed
during the Second World War, along with the archives
of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, the
only other likely repository for clues. It seems possible that
Pollitt still held some of the negatives at his death, but it
seems equally unlikely that any in his possession would
have survived to this day. His will, probated on 11 th April
1890, named his son John William Pollitt the executor,
with his wife Eliza also mentioned. Unfortunately, the
original negatives were not referred to. In the absence
of any prominent designation, their appearance would
have been simply that of small yellow stains in the middle
of some microscope slides. Only an interested party would
have recognized them for what they were. There were also
pessimistic notes a century ago abollt their condition.
Pollitt, in the preface, said that 'the original negatives were
never expected to have lasted thus long'. In a presentation
to his photographic society in 1874 he found it necessary to
apologize for not showing Smyth's original negatives
beside the enlargements, but explained that 'I cannot let
you see the negatives themselves, even were I at liberty to
do so, for they have never been varnished, and therefore
would not be safe to handle' 53. Smyth also observed that
he had intensified some of the negatives with a uranium
compound, and that they had begun to solarize and turn
translucent by 1868, apparently without materially affecting their printing quality at that time S4 .
Smyth retired from his post in Edinburgh and in 1886
moved to the smaller town of Ripon, near York. In a 'tall
yellow-lid box' he recorded sending to his new coach
house '4 microscope slide boxes of Egypt and clean glasses',
indicating that at least some of the original negatives
(perha ps one half of the stereo pairs?) were in his possession at that point Ss . Very little is known about Smyth after
he moved to Ripon. The physical isolation from the
scientific metropolis of Edinburgh was less devastating
than the psychological isolation that Smyth created with
his fervent and often blindly religious defence of his
Pyramid theories. One by one his scientific friends dropped
out of touch. There is compelling evidence to suggest
that in his last years his wife Jessie was nearly his only close
friend. She died in 1896, and he followed her in February
1900. They had no children.
Their will had been altered many times over the years
in response to Piazzi Smyth's changing attitude towards
his old friends and employees. Professor· Alexander
Herschel, a long-time friend, asked to be removed from
the inheritance s6 . The final will left (with restrictions) the
'glass photographs' to the Royal Society of Edinburgh.
This was apparently interpreted to mean only lantern
slides and none of the Pyramid negatives was included in
the original inventory of the material that was sent to them.
The 'photographic albums' were left to Jessie's brother,
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Figure 19(a) and (b). A Yorkshire legislator, Moses B.
Cotsworth, was heavily involved in a movement to standardize
the calelU/ar. In his 1904 'Th e Rational Almanac' he made
several references to Smyth's work, and on p. 154d stated that
he had purchased Smyth's Egyptian photographs at the estate
sale. Thus, the originals lifi the Smyth family at this time,
accounting for the fact that they have not been located by his
surviving relatives.

From 2nd-5th October 1900, a country auction of the
remaining effects was held by the firm of Richardson &
Trotter (no longer in business) in Ripon. The catalogue 57
13 Moni,hs to the Year ..
includes tempting mentions of lots labelled 'Photograms
Holidays and FestitJals.
of the Great Pyramid' 58, 'Photo of Arab', ' Frame and
• also JYuk 'Days Fixed on P~rm~n!n t 'Datu
photo of the Great Pyramid', a 'photograph microscope',
to i:a ln much more public conVenience .
and a number of other related items. It is likely that this
remote auction was attended primarily by local people,
more interested in purchasing furnishings than artefacts of
history. Very little of this material has made its way into
public collections in the Ripon/ York area. One small lot of
photographs by Smyth (not of Egypt) came through a
fri end and geologist, Dr Tempest Anderson 59 .
It is still not known if Smyth recovered the negatives
that he loaned to Pollitt, but at least a partial set of the
original negatives did survive after Smyth's death and
may survive yet today. Moses Bruine Cotsworth, a Yorkshire Railway employee at the time, wrote in his The
Rational Almanac in 1904 that 'Professor Piazzi Smyth,
whom I had been privileged to frequently interview during
his fatal illness, and most of whose Pyramid relics, books,
'J,80 I /lust ro tiofls explai"flJ&
etc., I had bought at the sale of the late Professor's effects
/tty t ery' of the 'Pyramids. ' Sphin-¥.
Obelisks. 'Dru idical Circles. 'Mound,
... I have some of his Pyramid negatives dated 1865 on
Vertical Stones, etc .•
one-inch plates, which when enlarged to full-plate size
t:recUd 10 R ncord Yea r ly Almana~ 'C'imu. ·are almost equal to any full-pl ate photographs taken this
5/- ;-{ ET .
nearly forty years since'60. One of Smyth's photographs
h :," '·"
is reproduced in The Rational Almanac, the first publication
of these since Pollitt's album.
Thomas Duncan MacKenzi e of Bombay. The MacKenzies
Cotsworth was a character in many ways as fascinating
and their immediate heirs were also given occupancy of as Smyth himself. As a statistician for the railways he pubthe Smyth's house, 'Clova'. Sir Duncan George Mac- lished a large number of' direct calculators', small books of
Kenzie died in 1965, ending the occupation of this house, tabl es designed in the pre- computer age to simplify
and it has since been converted to a nursing home. No repetitive numerical operations in areas such as dividends,
trace of the albums has been found in wills, inventories, timber measures, and wages. The Rational Almanac was an
the existing buildings, or with the surviving MacKenzies.
expression of his greatest logical idea and burning passion.
Modol 28 Day. ' Month of •
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It outlined and promoted a 13-month calendar designed so
that the days of the week would always fall on the same
Figure 20. Page 176 oj Cotsworth's 'The Rational Almanac'. date. He considered that in railroading alone this would
This is the first publication oj a Smyth Pyramid photograph save millions spent on printing new calendars each year
that this author has been able to locate since the Pollitt album.
and then in employee and customer time spent looking up
dates. The historical basis for this change in the conventional calendar was supported in a number of areas, particularly in his interpretations of the meaning of the construction details and dimensions of the Great Pyramid. In
this he found common ground with Piazzi Smyth and an
appreciation of the scientifically valid photographic work
that Smyth had done decades before in Egypt.
In 1907, Cotsworth was appointed by the British
Columbian Government to reorganize their civil service61 •
By 1922, he had come to devote his full time to promoting his concept of the 13-month calendar. He was
appointed
the Expert to the League of Nations Committee
"NORTH END of MERIDIAN GRANITE CHAMBER
of KING SHAFRE on GREAT PYRAMID HILL, tested
on Calendar Reform from 1922-1931 and became the
after 4,000 YEARS for truth of ASTRONOMICAL
Director of the International Fixed Calendar League. In
ORIENTATION, and found SENSIBLY PE R FE C T,
this capacity he visited over 60 countries and made a
In 1865."
number of significant inroads into traditional calendar
concepts. One of his supporters was George Eastman,
who, according to Cotsworth's New York Times obituary,
actually converted the Eastman Kodak factory to the new
plan62 . Since Cotsworth used photographic evidence (his
own and others) in his calendar presentations, and since he
owned and deeply appreciated Smyth's original negatives,
it is certainly tempting to believe that he would have
shown them to the great photographic pioneer. Eastman
might even have acquired some of them as a curiosity.
At this point, it is not known how long Cotsworth
kept the original Smyth negatives or what happened to
them after he died in 1943. His son and daughter still live
in the Vancouver area and were kind enough to check
through family belongings in the hopes of finding the
negatives still there. They were not located and there is no
memory of these specific items.
Cotsworth willed his calendar materials to the Library
at the University of British Columbia. There is no record
of a detailed cataloguing and the collection has been split
among various University departments. An investigation
by Bjorn Simmonsen for the Museum of Anthropology
in 1967 disclosed a large number of glass plates and photographic prints in the collection but these are not detailed
in his report. There is one item still on file that points
directly to the possibility that some Smyth material may
be located at the University. In a folder marked 'Photo
riotes of Gt. Pyramid for Red Book of Smyth photos' is a
typescript several pages long. It starts with an exact transscription of the Pollitt dedication. It is very likely that this
was taken directly from Smyth's copy since the Pollitt
album was not generally available.
There are two other possible explanations for the disKING SHAFRE'S SUN-SHADOW-WELL.
posal of Smyth's material. Cotsworth's daughter re" PROOF.-A Came,.a havln, bean adJuetad OVER
CENTRE of SOUTH- WAL.L., thl. photo. waa taken
members that some of her father's effects were lost at sea
AT THE INSTANT of NOON by ASTRONOMICAL
during
the Second Wo~ld War. Since Cotsworth mainOBSERVATION, and NO MORE SHADOW WIL.L. BE
tained a London office, it is possible that the glass plates
FOUND ON THE EAST, THAN ON THE WEST,
WAL.L. ; BUT FALL. L.IGHT ON THE NORTH WALL.
were left in England and not shipped until his death.
- C.P.S. , 1866. "
.
Another interesting possibility turned up in 1970 when an
album of Smyth's cloud photographs was sold in a Vic-
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Figure 21. Cotsworth became involved with the
League of Nations in his efforts to standardize
the calendar. One of his enthusiastic supporters
was George Eastman and it is interesting to
speculate that Cotsworth may have shared some
of Smyth's pioneering miniature photographs
with the man who introduced the Kodak.
Cotsworth died in British Columbia. So jar, it is
not known if he had the original Smyth
negatives with him when he died or what happened to them after his death. (Obituary and
photograph copyright 'The New York Times'
and used by kind permission.)
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toria bookstore. This was a personal collection and the
most likely explanation for it coming from Ripon to
Canada is via Cotsworth. This, of course, would indicate
that he disposed of at least part of the collection.
The story is told that Charles Piazzi Smyth had contracted with the Cooke firm of York to build him a camera
so substantial that it might be buried with him so that he
could photograph the Day of Judgement 63 . As it was,
Piazzi Smyth was buried near his wife, under a tombstone
shaped like a pyramid, but without the reinforced camera.
However one views his beliefs about ancient divine guidance, Charles Piazzi Smith stands as one of the leaders in
applying photographic technology to scientific documentation. His innovative 19th-century spirit took the curious
results of the photographic experimenters and made them
work for a purpose. Pollitt stated the case quite well.
Let me urge on all who pursue the practice of
photography either from love or necessity not to
rest satisfied with the acquisition of just sufficient
mechanical skill to repeat the results of other
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men's brains, but let each seek to unite with the
most perfect manipulatory skill the profoundest
scientific knowledge 64 • My object . . . has been to
point out the usefullness of enlarged negatives for
special purposes, and chiefly as aids to scientific
research rather than beauty of result in an artistic
sense; and the value of the method was so-ably
and practically illustrated by the learned Astronomer Royal for Scotland in his work at the
Great Pyramid . . . although the smallest negatives taken there were but one inch square, and
the largest not more than three, I have seen no
lantern pictures which have answered their
intended purpose more efficiently 65.
Even if Smyth's original negatives no longer survive,
the legacies of the Royal Society of Edinburgh's lantern
slides and the Manchester Central Library's copy of the
Descriptive Album-both productions of John Smith
pollitt-stand as a testimony to one of the true pioneers of
photography.
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Figure 22. Piazzi Smyth's grave in Ripon, near York. Smyth did not get his wish oj being buried with a camera strong enough to
sHTlJive Judgement Day, but is at least buried under a pyramid-shaped tombstone. Jessie is buried next to him. (Photograph courtesy
oj Doug T. Atkinson, Ripon.)
Figure 23. A 'hieroglyphic' pasted in Jessie Piazzi Smyth's copy oj'Life and Work at the Great Pyramid', and presumably drawn
by her. It shows the two Scots unlocking the secrets oj the Great Pyramid using modern scientific instruments, after being given the
Lamp oj Truth with which to see God's message. Her copy oj the book is now in the York Central Library. 3·5 x 9·0 cm.
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